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Agenda

• Mid-Winter Weather Update: What happened? Dave explains.

• All Things Economic: Ed is in the unenviable position of following Dave.

• ERCOT takes center stage

• Key Fundamentals Update:

– Gas storage blowout: The surplus flips to a deficit and an end-of-season level of

1.5 Tcf is on the table.

– Gas production: Freeze-offs take us back to 2018.

– Wind production: Turns out there’s shrinkage when it gets really, really cold.

• Charts and Graphs

• Your Questions, Our Answers
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Weather 



Short-Term Weather

• The super cold outbreak this week in the middle of the nation is expected to ease this weekend and most areas 

will see a more normal last week of February.

• Models are showing some amplification of the pattern once again in early March, which could produce another

formidable cold shot across the northern Plains, Midwest, Ohio Valley, Northeast and Mid Atlantic. Although

Southern areas may have a few more chilly days, future cold shots are more likely to affect the Northern tier.

• The Pacific Northwest will have above-normal demand through next week; milder and drier weather in the

Southwest.
Source: NOAA
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Texas Super Cold Outbreak

Source: NOAA

Snow Cover February 16, 2021
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February and March Expectations

• While the first two months of the winter ranked in the top 10 warmest nationally, February is a much different story

and will come in as one of the coldest in the 2000s. The forecast of 890 GWHDDs ranks it as 8th since 1950.

• The March forecast features a combination of weakening blocking and leftover effects from La Niña this winter. If

the NAO/AO remain more negative, as it has much of the winter, then the forecast carries colder risks, particularly

in the Midwest and Northeast. A stronger La Niña influence can make the South and East warmer.

• Hydro snow water equivalent (SWE) snowpack in the Columbia Basin in the Northwest is currently a little above 
100% of the normal. The storm track could stay active; ultimately, we could achieve 105-110% by season’s end.

Source: MAXAR Technologies

Expected February Outlook

Actuals February 1 through the 15

Forecast from the 16 through the 28. 

March Analog Years

Analog GWHDD 640

Forecast GWHDD 600
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Looking Ahead: Long Term Models

• As shown above, both longer-range models, The European and American (CFS), show a return to a more La Niña-

like pattern in March, resulting in a warmer outlook for much of the nation except the West Coast.

• The concern is leftover blocking (- AO / - NAO)  lasting into March that the models are not picking up on. Blocking

would lead to more Arctic air available in Canada and cold shots, at least across the Northern Tier, having an

impact on the weather pattern. We do expect a transition toward a warmer pattern nationally during the second

half of March.

Source: MAXAR Technologies

American Model – March 2021 European Model – March 2021 
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Key Market Fundamentals



ERCOT: Demand Surges to Summer Highs

Sources: EIA, Energy GPS, WSJ

Customer Takeaway: ERCOT set a new all-time winter peak of 69.12 GW on February 14th. Emergency load 

curtailments have curtailed load back down to 46 GW. Real-time prices at $9,000/MWh until end of EEA 3 event. 

Timeline of Events:

• February 14: ERCOT requests conservation, asks Department of Energy (DOE) for Emergency Order under Federal

Power Act for authority to request maximum output from generators.

• February 15: ERCOT issues Energy Emergency Alert (EEA) level 3 and calls for rotating outages as temps plunge.

• ~34 GW of generation offline as windmills freeze up while gas, coal generators and one nuclear unit in ERCOT

experience water supply issues, gas pipeline and cold weather-related mechanical issues.

• ERCOT sheds up to 16,500 MW of load or 2 million customers offline. 500K restored late in the day.

• Texas PUC orders ERCOT to take action on real-time prices during EEA 3, setting at cap of $9,000/MWh.

• February 16 : EEA 3 in effect all day

• Texas PUC clarifies order that $9,000/MWh real-time prices will apply starting as of 22:30 on February 15th

and will remain in effect until EEA 3 is recalled.

• 30 GW of coal, wind and gas capacity was offline as of Tuesday afternoon per ERCOT officials
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ERCOT: Generation Outages (Year-over-Year)

Sources: ERCOT, 

Customer Takeaway: This storm pushed total generation outages above their historical average for February of ~15 

GW as Texas is experiencing record breaking sustained cold temperatures over several days.   

• In February 2011, ERCOT experienced it last significant ice storm event that disrupted power generations and caused

outages. It was not as severe and only last approximately 8 hours in duration.

• Where last February, ERCOT saw ~15 GW of total outages, this storm pushed total outages across both thermal and

renewables resources up by ~15 GW to 30 GW.  This has forced ERCOT to force rotating outages on ~14 GW of load.

• ERCOT wind output averaged 11,973 MW for February 1 – 8 and then average 4,480 MW from February 9 - 17 as a result

of the storm and wind turbines facing ice buildup and mechanical issues.
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ERCOT: EEA 3 Event Triggers Real-Time Price Cap

Sources: EIA, Energy GPS, WSJ

Customer Takeaway: ERCOT will see real-time prices at the price cap of $9,000/MWh until the EEA 3 event is 

recalled by ERCOT.   

Impact of Energy Emergency Alert (EEA) 3:

• Real-time prices averaged $6,785/MWh for February 15 and have averaged $8,100/MWh since February 15.  

• ERCOT real-time is averaging $1,544/MWh month to date for February.  

• Once ERCOT can bring generation back online and load can come off outage, the EEA 3 will be lifted, and load 

would return to 55-60 GW based on current day forecast.  
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Spot Gas Prices at Record High

Sources: EIA, Platts, ICE, NGI 

Customer Takeaway: As production declined amid cold and infrastructure complications, demand surged 

pushing cash gas prices to record levels. Adjacent markets reacted very differently. 
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Production Hit by Freeze-Offs

Customer Takeaway: Production in the Rockies and South Central could see a record level of cumulative freeze-

offs over the next week. Production will rebound within the next week and longer term where NYMEX 12-month 

strip pricing and WTI prices trade ($60/bbl or higher) will have an impact on production. 

Sources: EIA, WSJ

• Production was steady at 90 Bcf/day through February 10, then producing regions in Oklahoma and

Texas were slammed.

• Producers in Oklahoma and Texas do not winterize their equipment as well as traditionally colder

production zones like those in Appalachia, the Rockies or Dakota shale plays. Third party estimates peg

losses peaking at  the 18 Bcf/day range and freeze off will now likely surpass the 2014 Polar Vortex

levels. Recovery will potentially extend into next week assuming no equipment damage.

• WTI has rallied to $60/bbl. If sustained, could be bearish for gas later in 2021 as associated gas grows.
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Propane Prices Nearly Double Since November
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Gas Storage: Record Withdrawal Coming?

Source: EIA

• For the week ending February 5, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) reported withdrawal of 171 Bcf.

• Consensus for tomorrow’s report, for week ending February 12, is a draw of -251 Bcf.

• For the week ending February 19, early forecasts suggest a draw of 369 Bcf, which could surpass the largest

draw on record of 359 Bcf from the bomb cyclone holiday week reported on January 5, 2018.

• The next two pulls from storage, possibly exceeding 600 Bcf, could reset end of March storage projections closer

to 1.5 Tcf.

• Storage is at 2,518 Bcf or 9 Bcf below 2020 levels and 152 Bcf (6.4%) above the five-year average.

Customer Takeaway: EIA’s February Short-Term Energy Outlook forecasts end of March levels at 1.8 Tcf, but 

updated forecasts suggest 1.5 Tcf is in range as demand surged and production fell due to well freeze-offs.
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Compare/Contrast

January 20 Webinar Today

Weather Record lows Rockies to Appalachians –

freeze offs – return to more seasonal in 

near-term – But winter not over yet

Moderate winter to date – but, 

blocking well in place to allow 

cold air into lower 48

Storage 2,881 Bcf – growing doubt about 

getting below 2 Tcf by EOW

2518 Bcf – growing confidence in 

1.4 Tcf by end of week – material 

difference

Production

Exports

Rig Count

90 Bcf per day 69 Bcf per day – distorted by freeze offs –

restored to 90 Bcf late next week?

88 gas-directed rigs 90 gas-directed rigs

LNG – 10.4 Bcf per day

Mexico – 5.4 Bcf per day

LNG – 7.6 Bcf per day

Mexico – 4.6 Bcf per day

Crude Oil $53.49 per bbl. $60 per bbl.

Pricing Action HH cash -- $2.57

Prompt gas -- $2.43

22’ strip -- $2.65

23’ strip -- $2.51

24’ strip -- $2.50

HH cash -- $17.00

Prompt gas -- $3.12

22’ strip -- $2.72

23’ strip -- $2.54

24’ strip -- $2.55
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Gas & Power Pricing Trends



NYMEX Natural Gas: Taking Weather Cues

Source: Reuters

Customer Takeaway:  NYMEX prompt-month natural gas prices have surged since hitting a 2021 low of 

$2.45/MMBtu on January 22, amid record low temperatures in certain regions of the Midcontinent 

region.
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12-Month Strip Gas Strip Surges Above 5-Year Average

Source: NYMEX, CME Group
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Customer Takeaway: NYMEX 12-month strip has surged above the 5-year average recently, as colder 

weather and its impact on the end-of-season natural gas storage inventory have been supporting near-

term forward commodity prices since the end of January.  

5-Yr Avg - $2.64

Current - $3.12

$1.75

$2.00

$2.25

$2.50

$2.75

$3.00

$3.25

$3.50

N D J F M A M J J A S O

NYMEX 12-Month Rolling Strip Nov-Oct Trend

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 5Yr Avg



Index Price February Year-over-Year

Source: Constellation
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Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market as of 2/16/21
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Forward Power Price Trends (6-Month History)

Source: Constellation
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Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market as of 2/16/21
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Weekly Forward Power Price Update

Prices as of COB 2/16/21

Updated: Feb 2, 2021
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w/w ∆ m/m ∆ w/w ∆ m/m ∆
NYISO NY Zone G 0.9% 0.8% 0.5% -0.4%

ISO-NE MassHub -4.1% -1.0% 0.8% 1.1%

PJM Mid-Atlantic West Hub 1.3% -1.5% 0.8% -2.1%

PJM Ohio ADHub 1.9% -0.4% 0.8% -2.1%

PJM Illinois NIHub 2.5% -0.3% 0.9% -2.6%

MISO Illinois IndyHub 2.7% -0.5% 1.9% -1.5%

MISO Michigan MichHub 2.6% -1.3% 1.8% -1.4%

ERCOT North 4.2% 8.7% 2.3% 4.3%

ERCOT South 4.2% 8.6% 2.2% 4.2%

CAISO SP15 3.0% 0.9% 2.3% -1.7%

CAISO NP15 2.3% -1.0% 1.5% -3.2%

Market
Cal-23, RTCCal-22, RTC

Hub



All Things Economic



This was last week’s chart: Although still really low interest 
rates start to creep up quietly

The yield on the 10 year has moved from 0.75% 

in August to 1.1% now.  Not the start of a great 

trend but maybe a recovery in rates.   

The U.S. 10-year breakeven 

inflation rate is now at its 

highest level since 2014 

and is sending the signal 

that long-term bond yields 

are heading higher. And 

very few people are talking 

about it... and nobody is 

buying puts. The rising 

influence of retail. 

This week’s chart: the 10-year yield gaps higher and the yield curve steepens as 
inflation signs make it to treasuries. Will this derail the equity rally?
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Please Submit Your Questions

Use panel box at right



Until Next Time …

Thank you for your participation.

Next Month: March 17 @ 2 PM ET
The team will update you on the situation in 

Texas, provide the latest on the end of 

winter and spring weather outlook, 

(hopefully) revel in the continued 

improvement in the economy, and inform 

on the usual key market fundamentals. 

Block your calendars now!

Stay informed! 
Adjust your subscriptions for all of the latest 

market news at 

www.Constellation.com/Subscribe

Fortunato & Friends Webcast
Also, check out our newest webcast series, Fortunato & Friends, featuring Exelon Chief 

Economist Ed Fortunato and a special guest each month. The next webcast, scheduled on 

Tuesday, March 2nd at 2 PM ET, will be a conversation with Constance Hunter, chief economist 

at KPMG on inflation, additional fiscal stimulus and the economic outlook for 2021. 

Register at www.constellation.com/fortunatoandfriends.

Questions or Comments: Contact the Commodities Management Group (CMG) team at: 

CMG@Constellation.com

http://www.constellation.com/Subscribe
http://www.constellation.com/fortunatoandfriends?utm_source=jan2021marketintelwebinar
mailto:CMG@Constellation.com


Appendix



Midwest Index Prices Surge on Cold

Source: NYMEX, CME Group
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Customer Takeaway: Midwest index settlement prices have seen significant uplift since February 12 as 

the Arctic freeze that has blanketed much of the Midcontinent is heavily weighing on demand.

Ameren DA RT

MTD Avg 64.95$    53.77$    

Since 2/12 127.31$  106.96$  

MichHub DA RT

MTD Avg 62.95$    45.94$    

Since 2/12 118.82$  80.68$    

COMED DA RT

MTD Avg 43.79$    35.12$    

Since 2/12 71.49$    54.74$    

AdHub DA RT

MTD Avg 44.99$    37.06$    

Since 2/12 71.62$    55.94$    



Index Price Trends (12-Month History)

Source: Constellation
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Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market as of 2/16/21
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NYMEX Calendar Strips Find Support in the Near-Term

Source: NYMEX, CME Group
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Customer Takeaway: NYMEX near-term gas strips have surged of late due to the Arctic freeze that most 

weather models were predicting heading into February.
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Jan-18 Jul-18 Jan-19 Jul-19 Jan-20 Jul-20 Jan-21

NYMEX Forward Calendar Strips

Cal'22 Cal'23 Cal'24 Cal'25

Bucket Cal'22 Cal'23 Cal'24 Cal'25

Current $2.72 $2.54 $2.53 $2.56

3-Yr Avg $2.61 $2.62 $2.67 $2.73

vs. Avg 5% -3% -5% -6%

vs. High -6% -14% -16% -16%

vs. Low 17% 8% 7% 8%



February Short-Term Energy Outlook (STEO)

Sources: EIA

o Natural Gas:

o Production:

➢ Production is estimated to have averaged 

90.5 Bcf/day in 2021, revised up from an 

average of 88.2 Bcf/day in the Jan. STEO. 

o Demand:

➢ Consumption will average 81.7 Bcf/day in 

2021, down 1.9% from 2020, largely on 

lower use in power generation via higher 

prices. Demand will average 81.0 Bcf/day 

in 2022.  

➢ Power generation is forecasted to average 

29.17 Bcf/day in 2021, up from 28.1 

Bcf/day in January on a pullback in gas 

prices.  

➢ Liquefied natural gas (LNG): The EIA 

expects U.S. LNG exports to average 8.5 

Bcf/day in 2021 and 9.2 Bcf/day in 2022.

o Storage: The EIA now expects end of March

inventories to average 1.77 Tcf for March 31

and refill to 3.9 Tcf by end of October.

January 2021 STEO

February 2021 STEO
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ERCOT Energy by Fuel: 2011 and January 2021

Sources: ERCOT
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• In February 2011, ERCOT experienced its last significant ice storm event that disrupted power

generations and caused outages. It was not as severe and only last approximately eight hours in

duration.

• There was 23,534 GWh of generation in February 2011 vs. 30,766 GWh for January 2021, so the

ERCOT grid has expanded in load size over time.

• Wind only generated 2,370 GWh in February 2011 (8.5%)  vs 7,702 GWh (25%) in January 2021,

while coal has declined from 9,516 GWh (40%) in 2011 to only 6,803 (22%) in 2021.
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